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Abstract—Traditional security systems have largely focused on attack detection. Unfortunately, accurately identifying the latest attack has proven to be a never-ending cycle. In this paper, we propose a way to break this cycle by ensuring that a system’s behavior matches the user’s intent. Since our approach is attack agnostic, it will scale better than traditional security systems.

There are two key components to our approach. First, we capture the user’s intent through their interactions with an application. Second, we verify that the resulting system output can be mapped back to the user’s interactions. To demonstrate how this works we created Gyrus, a research prototype that observes user interactions for common tasks such as sending email, instant messaging, online social networking, and online financial services. Gyrus secures these applications from malicious behavior such as spam and wire fraud by allowing only outgoing traffic with content that matches the user’s intent. To understand how Gyrus captures user intent, consider the case of a text-based application. In this case the user’s input is displayed on the screen so the user can confirm that their input is correct. Gyrus builds on this concept by focusing on what is being displayed to the user instead of what the user has typed or clicked. We call this the “what you see is what you send (WYSIWYS)” policy. We implemented Gyrus under a standard virtualization environment, and our prototype system successfully stops malware from sending unintended content over the network. Our evaluation shows that Gyrus is very efficient and introduces no noticeable delay to a users’ interaction with the protected applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Host-based security systems have traditionally focused on detecting attacks. Misuse detection targets attacks that follow a predefined malicious pattern, whereas anomaly detection identifies attacks as anything that cannot be the result of correct execution under any input or execution environment. It has been shown over time that systems following this approach usually have too narrow a definition of “attacks”\(^1\); misuse detection generally cannot detect new attacks, while anomaly detection are known to suffer from mimicry attacks.

\(^1\)Usually necessary to keep false positive rate acceptable.
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Instead of perpetuating the cycle of attack analysis, signature creation, and blacklist updating, we believe a more viable approach is to create an accurate model of what is the correct, user-intended behavior of an application, and then ensure the application behaves accordingly. The idea of defining correct behavior of an application by capturing user intent is not entirely new, but previous attempts in this space use an overly simplistic model of the user’s behavior. For example, they might infer a user’s intent based on a single mouse click without capturing any associated context. While in some cases (e.g. ACG [30]), the click captures all the semantics of the user’s input (e.g. access the camera), in other cases (e.g. BINDER [6], Not-a-Bot [15]), the user’s intent involves a richer context, and failure to capture the full semantics will again allow for attacks to disguise as benign behavior. For example, imagine a user who intends to send $2 to a friend through PayPal. A mouse click can identify the user’s intent to transfer money, but not the value or recipient of the transfer. So this $2 transfer to a friend could become a $2,000 transfer to an unknown person. Without context, it is simply impossible to properly verify a user’s intent, regardless of if we are protecting a financial transfer, an industrial control system, or a wide range of other user driven applications.

In this work, we propose a way to capture richer semantics of the user’s intent. Our method is based on the observation that for most text-based applications, the user’s intent will be displayed entirely on screen, as text, and the user will make modifications if what is on screen is not what she wants. Based on this idea, we have implemented a prototype called Gyrus\(^2\) which enforces correct behavior of applications by capturing user intent. In other words, Gyrus implements a “What You See Is What You Send” (WYSIWYS) policy. Gyrus assumes a standard VM environment (where Gyrus lives in the dom-0 and the monitored applications live in dom-U\(^3\)). Similar to BINDER and Not-a-Bot, Gyrus relies on the hypervisor to capture mouse clicks from the user, and use these as an indication that the user intends the application to perform certain actions. To capture the semantics of user intent that cannot be inferred from just observing a mouse click, we take the approach of drawing what we think the user should see in the dom-0. In particular, the dom-0 will draw a secure overlay on top of dom-U display window (the VNC viewer in KVM environment), covering editable text area of targeted

\(^2\)The fusiform gyrus is a part of the human brain that performs face and body recognition.

\(^3\)In this paper, we adopt the terminology from the Xen community. In other settings, the dom-0 is referred to the Security-VM, while dom-U is referred to the Guest-VM.
applications in dom-U, while leaving the rest of the dom-U display visible. We stress that this rendering is isolated from dom-U — software in dom-U cannot overwrite or modify what has been drawn. Since we render all editable text the user sees, we can easily confirm that what is intended is what we have drawn. By drawing all the text the user is supposed to see in our overlay, Gyrus can also handle scrolling properly. Even if only part of the text is displayed at any time, Gyrus can keep track of what has been displayed over time and derive the full content of the user intended input.

To determine what text to display in the overlay, we deploy a component called the UI monitor in dom-U. We stress that the UIMonitor is not trusted, since incorrect behavior in this component will be immediately noticed by the user, and only result in a DoS in the worst case. The UIMonitor is also responsible for telling the dom-0 logic the location of buttons that signify the user’s intent to commit what is displayed to the network (e.g. the “send” button in an email client), and when the user finally clicks on such buttons, Gyrus will make sure the outgoing network traffic matches the text displayed. In short, Gyrus enforces integrity of user-generated network traffic, and prevents malware from misusing network applications to send malicious traffic even if the malware mimics legitimate applications by running an application’s protocol correctly or injects itself into benign applications. Note that Gyrus only checks network traffic under protocols used by the protected applications, and it does not interfere with traffic from other applications, such as background services, RSS feed readers, and BitTorrent clients. Also, Gyrus can support asynchronous or scheduled traffic like e-mail queued for sending in the future. From our evaluation, Gyrus exhibits good performance and usability, while blocking all tested attacks.

Any attempt to make sure an application behaves according to user intent will have some application-specific logic, and Gyrus is no exception. This is inherently true for our approach because: 1) different applications will have a different user interface, and thus user intent will be interpreted differently and, 2) different applications will have different logic for turning user input into network traffic or other forms of output. The best we can do is to make the per-application logic as easy to build as possible. In Gyrus, we simplify the UI-related part of the per-application logic by making use of an existing library for assistive technology called UI Automation. As for the logic to map user intent to expected behavior of an application, the complexity mostly depends on the application, and Gyrus and the WYSIWYS policy is not suitable for all applications. In particular, applications with arbitrarily complex encoding of their text, or those using proprietary protocols cannot be easily supported by Gyrus. Nevertheless, we have shown that it can be used on email clients, instant messenger applications, online social network services and even online financial services. Section V discusses what applications are best protected by Gyrus.

The per-application development cost for Gyrus is justifiable since Gyrus is attack-agnostic: it makes assumptions about what the attackers are trying to achieve but not how. In other words, once one builds the logic for an application, Gyrus will be able to protect that application against an entire class of attacks, no matter how attacks evolve. Therefore, over time, the cost of deploying Gyrus will be lower than existing host-based security systems, which usually need continuous updating to stay current with the latest attacks.

Finally, we emphasize that Gyrus does not replace existing host-based security systems. Instead, Gyrus uses a different philosophy to fill a gap in traditional security systems by defining and monitoring normal behavior. Thus, Gyrus fits best when it is used to complement other security systems, such as antivirus, firewalls, and intrusion detection systems (IDS).

The primary contributions of our work include 1) the “What You See Is What You Send” concept which includes securely capturing what the user sees on the screen at the time an event triggers outgoing traffic. Using this, we can determine what the user intended outgoing traffic should be for an important class of applications. Furthermore, our idea is transparent to the OS and applications, and only requires standard assumptions about the virtualized environment. 2) The demonstration of how we can use common features such as accessibility libraries⁴ for inter-VM monitoring without knowing the internals of the monitored applications. And 3) the demonstration of the viability of Gyrus by implementing the framework along with support for real-world applications in Microsoft Windows 7. Our prototype currently supports email, instant messaging, social networking applications, and online financial applications, effectively covering the most common network applications in everyday use.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses related work. Section III discusses the Gyrus threat model and the rationale of our What You See Is What You Send policy. Section IV presents the architecture and implementation details for Gyrus. Section V demonstrates how Gyrus can be used for real world applications. Section VI presents the evaluation of the Gyrus framework, and finally we conclude in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

This section discusses the related work and how Gyrus improves on the current state-of-the-art. The discussion is also intended to provide some context for our work. We group the related work into three areas: 1) capturing user intent, 2) trusted execution environment, and 3) verifiable computation.

A. Capturing Human Intent

Like Gyrus, BINDER [6] and Not-A-Bot (NAB) [15] also try to determine if outgoing traffic is legitimate based on observed human intent; in particular, both systems enforce a policy which states that outbound network connections which come shortly after the user input is user intended. However, as stated in the introduction, in some cases only capturing the timing of user-generated events is not enough. In contrast to BINDER and Not-A-Bot, Gyrus captures more semantics of the user’s intent, so only traffic with the correct content can leave the host. Also, since BINDER and Not-A-Bot use timing information to determine if traffic is user intended, they cannot handle asynchronous network transactions (such as emails queued to be sent later); Gyrus solves this problem by relying on the semantics, but not the timing of user generated

⁴Similar capabilities should be available on most systems that support screen reader for visually impaired users.
events, and by decoupling the capturing of user intent from the enforcement of its traffic filtering policy.

User-Driven Access Control [30] captures the user’s intent for security purposes using an access control model that grants permissions based on a user’s GUI interactions. It uses access control gadgets (ACGs) to capture a user’s intent. Clicking on an ACG grants permission on a resource associated with the ACG. Gyrus uses a similar approach on UI widgets to identify traffic-triggering user input. However, in User-Driven Access Control, the permission is bound to certain user-owned resources, not to the content the user intends to send to these resources. In other words, when the user clicks on an ACG that has permission to use the network device, any outgoing traffic, even with a malicious intent, will be allowed. On the contrary, Gyrus captures both the user’s intent to send something and also the intended content of that outgoing traffic, and can stop any unintended network traffic.

B. Trusted Execution Environment

Virtualization has enjoyed resurgence in popularity in recent years. Proponents have argued that by using small, verifiable hypervisor kernels, the isolation of one virtual machine from another can be assured [22], [16], and recent research has aimed to enhance this security by reducing the size of the hypervisor’s code [34], [40], modularizing its components [5], or verifying its security [20]. These isolation properties make virtualized environments an attractive way to implement security applications. Virtualization-based solutions have been used to implement trusted computing architectures [8], [24], intrusion detection systems [9], malware analysis systems [18], and zero-day intrusion analysis systems [19]. However, none of these take user intent into account and we believe Gyrus can enrich research in each of these areas by showing how to build on the isolation provided by a virtualized environment to perform simple checks that will improve the system’s security.

C. Verifiable Computation

Gyrus has some common goals with the field of verifiable computation, which has focused on ensuring correct code execution by an untrusted third party. This work has taken many forms including general-proof protocols [13], [14], [10], Probabilistically Checkable Proofs (PCPs) [3], [31], [32], or relying on fully-homomorphic encryption (FHE) [11], [4]. While these systems can prove that a third party has processed a requested execution correctly, they cannot tell whether the input of this execution is correct. Gyrus fills this gap by checking that the input used for a computation is what was provided by the system’s user. Gyrus then completes the validation by also checking whether the outcome (e.g., network packet) of application execution is the correct result for a given input. Recent work [27] shows that verifiable computation can be used in practical settings, so we believe that the complementary aspects of Gyrus and verifiable computation could prove to be a powerful combination in future security systems.

III. OVERVIEW

In this section, we present a high level overview of Gyrus. First, we describe our threat model, and then we introduce a policy called “What You See Is What You Send” (WYSIWYS), which is integrated and enforced by Gyrus to address the threat model. Then, we describe the essential elements of Gyrus, and discuss suitable applications of Gyrus.

A. Threat Model

Gyrus is designed to utilize a standard virtualized environment with a hypervisor (VMM), a trusted dom-0 that executes most parts of Gyrus, and an untrusted dom-U that runs the applications to be protected as well as with some untrusted components of Gyrus. We collect data for determining a user’s intent from the hardware input and output devices, including the keyboard, mouse, and monitor. We make the following security assumptions:

1) The hypervisor and dom-0 are fully trusted.
2) Attackers cannot have physical access to the machine, and we trust the hardware.
3) All hardware input events must be interposed by the hypervisor, and they must first be delivered to dom-0. The hypervisor provides complete isolation of input hardware, preventing hardware emulation originating from dom-U.
4) Dom-U is not trusted, therefore it can be compromised entirely.

We stress that we do not apply any security assumption on dom-U. This implies that Gyrus could function correctly even if the dom-U is entirely compromised (including kernel-level attacks). In other words, even though Gyrus extracts information from the memory of dom-U by running a helper component called UI Monitor inside of it, we do NOT assume the correctness of such information. Instead, we designed a trusted component called a Secure Overlay to verify the validity of this information. Detailed information for these components will be described in the next section.

B. User Intent

As mentioned in the introduction, the goal of Gyrus is to capture rich semantics to understand a user’s intent. This is used to ensure that only user intended traffic can leave the system. In this context, user intent is limited to what we can infer from the system’s input devices. In BINDER and Not-a-Bot, user intent is captured by directly observing input hardware events (mainly from keyboard and mouse). However, this approach is limited due to the missing contextual information and the challenges of reconstructing user content without “seeing” the screen. In order to make a sound security decision, we must capture more detailed information about the user’s intent. For example, the task of reconstructing a message from a mail client using only keystrokes and mouse clicks would require us to reconstruct the entire windowing system and the logic behind text boxes (e.g., how to update the location of the caret upon receiving keyboard/mouse input), as well as to reproduce the logic to handle application-specific function keys.

C. What You See Is What You Send

Instead of capturing and reconstructing user intent strictly from hardware input events, our solution is to monitor output events from the target applications. The main observation behind our approach is that in almost all text-based applications,
the text that the user types will be displayed on the screen. This allows the user to know that she has typed correctly and made the necessary correction when there is a mistake. Therefore, we can capture an accurate representation of the user intent if Gyrus can “see” what a user sees. With this information, we can determine what the user-intended outgoing traffic should look like, and make sure that this is the only traffic that the target application sends. We call this approach “What You See Is What You Send” (WYSIWYS).

To enforce WYSIWYS, Gyrus is required to correctly and fully capture textual content that is displayed to the user. In addition, Gyrus needs information about the UI structure. In Gyrus, we have two components that implement these features: a dom-U component called UI Monitor extracts textual content and a high-level UI structure of the current screen, and a dom-0 trusted component called Secure Overlay to verify if the captured text matches the user’s intent.

The UI Monitor operates on top of the UI Automation [26] library in Microsoft Windows, which is originally intended for building accessibility utilities such as screen readers for visually impaired users (i.e., this library is designed to capture text displayed on screen, and fits our purpose very well). Not only does the UI monitor capture the displayed text, it also allows us to determine if the mouse click event observed by dom-0 signifies the user’s intent to commit what is displayed on screen to the network.

Since the UI monitor relies on the code in dom-U, we stress that we cannot and do not trust the output of this component. Instead, we use the Secure Overlay to show the data captured by the UI monitor to the user. As a result, the user can either validate what the secure overlay displays by not modifying it, or disagree by correcting what she sees (and this will be captured by the UI monitor again). We call this idea reflective verification.

Figure 1 illustrates how WYSIWYS works with the UI Monitor and the Secure Overlay. The UI Monitor grabs the UI structure information from the current screen, including the location of windows, text boxes, and buttons, along with textual content from the text boxes. Then the Secure Overlay positions a transparent overlay screen, and for each text box on the current dom-U screen it will dynamically draw a matching text box with the same text content at exactly the same location. This Secure Overlay component is always drawn on top of the whole dom-U screen, so it always hides any text boxes of applications running in dom-U. While input interaction stays the same from the user’s perspective, the output that user sees is actually the text that is captured by the Secure Overlay. And the text shown on the screen will be updated as the user interacts with the application, so the user will naturally verify that this captured content matches her intent.

Gyrus needs to ensure that for all cases, the text shown on the Secure Overlay is exactly matched with the text that the underlying application is presenting. However, in our reflective verification scenario, the user can only verify changes in the currently visible part of the text. If some lines of text scroll out of view and then get updated while they are hidden, this verification process is no longer valid. To handle hidden updates, Gyrus keeps track of the text and its changes. To indicate the status of verification, we place a border around the text box. When everything is as expected, the border is green. When the hidden text changes, the border turns red, indicating that the user needs to manually verify the content. In our experience, Gyrus works well with most text boxes for default text typing. In addition, it can support text-editing features such as cut/copy/paste, automatic spell correction, selection of text from combo box, etc.

D. Network Traffic Monitoring

After Gyrus captures the user’s intent using the UI Monitor and the Secure Overlay, the second part of implementing
WYSIWYS is to ensure that the traffic generated by the monitored application matches what Gyrus expects based on the captured user intent. Gyrus assumes that there is a simple mapping between the captured user intent and the outgoing traffic. In other words, the network protocol used in the application must transmit the information displayed to the user directly or with simple modifications (e.g., text represented in XML, or a standard encoding such as Base64 and URL encoding). Even though this assumption does not hold for all applications, we argue that many everyday applications are largely text-based and have very simple processing to generate outgoing network traffic based on the text input from users. Figure 2 shows an example of a simple mapping between user input and network traffic content.

Finally, note that Gyrus only inspects specific types of messages under the protocol used by the protected application(s). Gyrus will not interfere with any traffic outside of this scope. Even for traffic originating from target applications, Gyrus will only check (and potentially block) traffic that contains user-generated content. For example, for SMTP and instant messaging protocols, we only check commands for sending messages. For HTTP(S) traffic, we only inspect certain URLs that submit user-intended contents, such as posting Twitter messages, adding comments on Facebook, or sending money on Paypal. In Section IV, we will describe how to identify such traffic using the User Intent Signature.

E. Target Applications

Not all traffic that is observed by Gyrus can be traced back to some user action that explicitly expresses her intent to create such traffic. For example, when the user tries to load a web page in the browser, she probably has no knowledge about what further HTTP requests will be generated to download all the images on the loaded pages. Moreover, if the text content of the application is represented using a complex encoding on the network protocol, (e.g., evaluating some functions or encryption), Gyrus cannot infer expected output of network traffic. As such, in this paper, our focus is on traffic that contains rich semantics about the user’s intent, and we consider cases where the user does not have a clear understanding about what traffic their action will create to be out of scope. Furthermore, we are particularly interested in traffic that is related to transactions that could create long lasting harmful effects for the user (e.g., financial loss). Examples of such transactions include:

1) Transferring money through an online financial service.
2) Modifying value fields (e.g., speed of a turbine, or level of the water in a nuclear power plant) of SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) systems.
3) Sending a message through an e-mail client, or an internet messaging (IM) application.
4) Posting a status update or comment message through an online social network.

Examples of applications suitable for Gyrus include email clients, instant messaging applications, various online social networks and online financial services. We will further illustrate how Gyrus can protect critical actions of these applications in Section V. Our results indicate that the proposed idea of WYSIWYS is very effective in stopping these applications from being used to send manipulated traffic by the malware, thus blocking many traditional venues to profit from compromising hosts. In other words, Gyrus can protect sensitive transactions with rich user-generated semantics from malware on the host. For example, it can prevent botnet malware from sending spam e-mails and instant messaging spam, launching impersonating attacks such as spear phishing, and preventing malware that transfers money from an online banking account.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Architecture

Gyrus employs a virtual machine based isolation mechanism; therefore, its architecture is separated in two parts. Gyrus puts all trusted monitoring modules in either dom-0 or the hypervisor, while dom-U remains untrusted. The architecture of Gyrus is summarized in Figure 3. Gyrus is composed of several key components:

Authorization Database The Authorization DB stores authorization vectors, which contain sufficient information to validate outgoing traffic based on a user’s intent. It is generated by the Central Control and allows us to temporally decouple capturing user-intent from the actual enforcement of the WYSIWYS policy at the network interface. At this level, our monitoring is independent of the internal logic of the application. Input events that trigger network traffic (e.g., clicking send in an e-mail client or pressing the enter key in the text box of an instant messenger application), will invoke Central Control to create an authorization vector based on the captured intended content, and save it to the authorization database. Later, when the outgoing traffic is generated from the application after processing user input, the traffic will be analyzed in the network monitor, which will look in the database for evidence of user intent. Our network monitor will authorize the traffic only if there exists a matching authorization vector. Otherwise, it will drop the packet. Moreover, this decoupling enables Gyrus to handle asynchronous, or scheduled traffic like e-mail queued to be sent at a later time.

Network Monitor The Network Monitor is a transparent proxy with a built-in monitoring capability. It inspects all traffic under the monitored protocol. If outgoing traffic is using a protocol corresponding to any of the applications protected by Gyrus, traffic is inspected by querying the Authorization DB to see if the traffic is intended by the user. Unintended traffic is blocked. Also note that the Network Monitor will allow all traffic from other protocols to pass through without inspection.

User-Intent Signature The User-Intent Signature captures all the application-specific logic in Gyrus. The signatures are expressed in a language we designed specifically for Gyrus. It covers three categories of information: the condition that triggers network traffic, the required UI structure data for catching content-intent, and the content of monitored traffic. This user-intent signature language represents our effort to simplify and provide structures to the development of per-application logic under Gyrus.

Central Control Central Control contains the logic that runs the other elements. Its main task is to process intercepted
hardware input events. Upon arrival of these events, the Central Control will query the UI monitor to see if the event signifies user intent to send the currently displayed content out to the network. If so, the Central Control will query the Secure Overlay and User-Intent Signature to generate an authorization for the expected traffic and save it in the Authorization DB. The hardware input event will then be delivered to dom-U, finally reaching its intended destination: a user-driven application. Since the Central Control does not alter any inputs, it does not alter the user experience beyond adding an imperceptible delay (see Table II).

In summary, the workflow of Gyrus can be described as follows (Figure 3): The UI monitor communicates with the secure overlay to keep the information displayed in the overlay up-to-date (0). A hardware input event reaches the Central Control (1). Central Control queries the UI Monitor to see if this input triggers network traffic or not (2). If it does, Central Control queries the Secure Overlay (3) to create a dynamic authorization vector that describes the user-intended outgoing traffic and save it to Authorization DB (4). At the same time, the intercepted input event is passed to dom-U (4'). After the application inside dom-U gets the input, it generates the outgoing network traffic (5). Traffic is intercepted and inspected by the network monitor. The network monitor queries the Authorization DB to determine if the intercepted traffic matches user intent (6). Traffic will be allowed if it matches an authorization vector. Otherwise, traffic is blocked and Gyrus raises an alarm to notify the user of a likely attack attempt (7).

B. Implementation

We implemented our prototype of the Gyrus framework using a Linux / KVM host running Ubuntu 12.04.2 LTS and a dom-U running Windows 7 SP1. We note that the Gyrus architecture is not limited to this specific software stack. We chose KVM and Windows to demonstrate Gyrus in a traditional desktop environment. In general, Gyrus only requires three platform capabilities: intercepting input & network events, accessing UI objects, and drawing a secure overlay UI. Therefore, Gyrus could be implemented on a variety of different platforms. For example, Gyrus could use BitVisor [34] as a lightweight secure hypervisor, or could use the Dalvik VM [2] on Android as an isolation and hardware event-capturing instrument. Similarly, the UI Monitor is not limited to the UI Automation on Microsoft platforms. Other accessibility frameworks – such as ATK [12] and XAutomation [36] on Linux or NSAccessibility [21] on Mac OS X – could replace it. Finally, Gyrus could be implemented using a thin-client model with the trusted client terminal [23] and a network monitor on the remote host.

1) In-Guest UI Monitor: Since our implementation of the UI monitor is largely based on the UIAutomation library from Microsoft, we begin with a brief description of this library before presenting details about the UI monitor.

UI Automation The UIAutomation library represents the UI structure of every window in the system as a tree of UI objects. The root of the tree is the desktop, lower level nodes correspond to individual windows, and further down nodes correspond to components of a window (e.g., buttons, edit boxes, etc.). This tree is similar to the DOM tree in a web browser. Each UI object contains data that describe the visual aspects of the corresponding components (e.g., size, visibility, textual content). The UIAutomation library exposes this tree to calling programs through a set of functions that facilitate traversing and querying the tree (e.g., we can search for nodes in the tree with certain properties, or at a certain location on screen), and allows us to access all properties of the nodes. Furthermore, the UIAutomation library also allows calling programs to listen for changes in both the structure of the tree, as well as properties of individual nodes.

As mentioned in Section III, the UI monitor is a component that runs in dom-U, and it serves two purposes: to determine if a keyboard/mouse input event signifies the user’s intent to send something over the network, and to provide information to the secure overlay to display up-to-date user generated text in target applications. In other words, implementation of this component needs to provide two primitive operations: identifying the object targeted by an input event, and extracting UI properties from text boxes of interest.

Identifying UI Objects To check whether current input generates network traffic, the UI Monitor first looks for the UI object that receives the current input. To determine if a mouse click, for example, signifies a user’s intent to generate outgoing traffic, the UI Monitor calls a function named ElementFromPoint to get the object that is currently located under the cursor. For the keystroke events, we use the GetFocusedElement function to retrieve the currently focused object (which is also the target of the current input). Upon retrieving the target object for the input event, we can determine if it is a button or text box of interest by querying the UIAutomation library for the properties of this object. Application-specific logic is required for determining traffic-triggering event is configured with a User Intent Signature (e.g., checking whether it is a button with its name being Send on e-mail client). Upon receiving an event that generates traffic, the UI Monitor collects UI structure information specified in the User Intent Signature, then uses this to inform the Secure

---

5 Input event here is not the real hardware input event. All of hardware input is handled by Central Control, and the UI Monitor receives a signal from the Central Control when an event arrives.
Overlay that the traffic-triggering event has occurred. The Secure Overlay also receives details about what operation and which application triggered the event, and the content needed to generate an authorization vector. A point worth noting here is that we block all updates to the Secure Overlay when we query the UI monitor. This prevents any malicious updates on visible data right before the event, even with the prediction of user’s behavior on traffic-triggering event. Also, we ensure that the query to the UI monitor completes before the actual input is delivered to the application inside the dom-U, so it will not interfere the application’s behavior. Section VI-A presents a more detailed security analysis of Gyrus.

Extracting Text and UI Structure Data To support the Secure Overlay, the UI Monitor needs to extract the user-intended text and associated UI properties. At first, before extracting the currently displayed text, the UI Monitor registers the text box to be monitored with the Secure Overlay for tracking its properties. Whenever a text box is in focus, the UI Monitor will assign it a unique ID based on the AutomationID, an identifier from UIAutomation, of the UI object. This identifier will be used for updating properties of the overlaid text boxes, and indicating which text boxes are needed for generating an authorization vector. At the same time, it extracts the required properties form UI object to support overlaying. To get the screen location of the text box, we query its BoundingBox property. For text boxes that support properties such as rich text, formatting, text selection, and scrolling, the corresponding information is extracted from the TextPattern object. Finally, the UI Monitor catches user-intended text from the Value property of a target text box. For text boxes with hidden content (e.g., scrolled-out text), the Value and TextPattern properties together provide the complete content and useful position information. The Secure Overlay will be notified of all extracted data, along with its identifier, to enable displaying this information back to the user.

To handle updates to the target text box, once we register a text box, we subscribe to the PropertyChanged event of target object for the Value property of the object, and in the event handler, we send the updated content to the overlay. This will update the Secure Overlay whenever the user edits the text. Finally, we register to listen for the change in position of the caret object, and forward this information to the overlay so we can display the caret properly.

In addition to getting properties for the target text box object, the UI Monitor tracks windowing events when multiple target applications are involved. In particular, we adopted the policy of only displaying on the overlay the text content of the currently focused window; this policy significantly simplifies our implementation and only has a small impact on the usability of our system. Although overlaid text boxes for background applications are not displayed, the Secure Overlay maintains previously captured user-intended text while it is visible, and disables its update while it is hidden. Therefore, the text integrity of background applications can be preserved even if it is not shown on the screen. To handle window focus change, we listen for the system-wide FocusChanged and WindowClosed events from the UIAutomation library. In the handler of these events, we signal the secure overlay to hide content of the window that is closed or has lost focus, and display the content of the newly focused window. We also listen for the EVENT_SYSTEM_MOVESIZEEND event and send the secure overlay the updated location of the textual content of the target application whenever it is moved or resized. Finally, we choose not to listen for events related to window creation, but only handle newly opened target applications when the text boxes of interest in these applications first receive focus.

2) Secure Overlay and Central Control: We implemented both the secure overlay and the central control components as Java programs that run in dom-0. Since the implementation of the Central Control is quite simple, we will not present the details here. However, some implementation details of the Secure Overlay warrant further discussion.

The Secure Overlay has two primary tasks. First, it is responsible for securely displaying the user-generated text, as captured by the dom-U UI monitor. This part mainly involves some UI/graphics programming, and some book keeping to group captured text in the same window together for proper handling of windowing events (in particular, when a window gains or loses focus, we need to show or hide all captured text for this window). Our experiments show that the UI monitor provides us with sufficiently rich information to provide a seamless user experience: captured text are rendered without noticeable difference in terms of location, size, font and color (including background color for highlighting text).

The second task for the secure overlay is to capture and reconstruct the user’s intent based on all the textual content that is displayed in the overlay window, so that we can determine what the user intended outgoing traffic should look like when the user finally decides to commit what she has typed to the network. Upon receipt of a traffic-triggering event, the UI Monitor will send the tag name of the User Intent Signature, along with identifiers for the text boxes that are required to reconstruct a user’s intent to Central Control. Based on tag-matching with a User Intent Signature, the Central Control extracts text content for each corresponding text box from the Secure Overlay, builds an authorization vector with them, and saves it to the Authorization DB.

For creating an authorization vector, the Secure Overlay should maintain the user-intended text. In the case where all the user-generated text is displayed on screen, this is very easily achieved. However, the task is more complicated if the text is displayed in a text box with scrollbar. In this case, the UI monitor is still able to capture all the text in the textbox; however, reflective verification will not work for the text that has been scrolled out of view. As such, malware in dom-U can modify the invisible parts of the text without the user noticing. To solve this problem, the secure overlay keeps track

---

6Alternatively, we could keep track of the visible region of each target application by implementing a mirror display device driver. We have successfully implemented this functionality, but have not yet integrated it with the rest of our system.

7Allowing updates while invisible would prevent reflective verification. If an update is made, the text box will be marked as being “dirty” and will not be used for creating an authorization vector until the user sees the updated content by moving focus into corresponding application.
of changes in the content captured by the UI monitor and only considers updates to the target text box that satisfy the following criteria as valid:

1) Updates cannot occur at multiple non-consecutive locations (i.e., the difference between the old version and the new version of some captured text can only be the result of inserting/deleting a single character/chunk of text).

2) Updates can only occur in the visible part of text (i.e., the point where the character or chunk of text is inserted or deleted must be visible before the update occurs).

3) If a chunk of text is inserted, the end of the chunk must be visible after the update. Similarly, if one character is inserted, the character must be visible after the update.

4) If a chunk of text is deleted, the text following the deleted chunk must be visible after the update. Similarly, if one character is deleted, the character that follows must be visible after the update.

If the UI monitor reports updates that violate the above condition, the secure overlay will draw a red border over the corresponding text box to let the user know of the problem. In this case, the user could check the text displayed by the overlay to determine if her intent was properly captured by Gyrus. If it was, she can commit the input to the network. The above design allows us to correctly and securely handle most normal operations like typing, deleting text using “backspace”, copy-and-paste, deleting/replacing a chunk of highlighted text, even autocomplete and auto-spell-correction; the only caveats we know of are: 1) “Find and replace all”, and 2) if the user pastes a chunk of text that is too long to be displayed all at once, some of the pasted text will not be visible in the entire process, and is subject to illegitimate modifications by malware. In these cases, the best practice will be for the user to scroll through the pasted text to ascertain the correctness (and we believe this is a reasonable practice, even if not for security reasons).

3) Authorization DB: The Authorization DB saves the user intent captured by the secure overlay at the time we capture an input event that signifies the user wants to send something out to the network, and is queried by the network monitor when actual outgoing traffic of the corresponding protocol is observed. To allow for efficient lookup by the network monitor, we implement the Authorization DB as a hashtable stored in Ruby, indexed by a data structure called authorization vector, which captures both the exact content of the expected outgoing traffic, as well as the expected protocol used to send the content. We also associate each key in the hashtable with a numeric value which indicates how many messages matching that key can be sent, so we can handle scenarios where the user intend the same message to be sent multiple times.

4) Network Monitor: The network monitor is implemented as a set of transparent proxies, one for each protocol of interest. Each of these proxies has deep packet inspection capability, and we used iptables to redirect all of the traffic of each monitored protocols’ port to the corresponding proxy for inspection. For SMTP and YMSG, we used stand-alone proxy software proxsmtp [38] and IMSpector [17], respectively.

For HTTP, even though there exists a transparent proxy with the capability of ICAP [39] handling such as Squid [39], we wrote our own implementation due to performance issue\(^8\). For SSL/TLS encapsulated protocols (e.g., HTTPS, and SMTP TLS), we use the Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) approach to decrypt the traffic to be analyzed, and re-encrypt it afterwards. In particular, we created a self-signed CA certificate and CA-signed wild-card certificate, and inject the CA certificate to dom-U as a trusted CA. With these certificates, Gyrus can impose itself as the server at the setup phase for SSL connections, and be able to decrypt any subsequent traffic from dom-U to the actual server. Finally, we note that this MITM approach is not an invention of our own, but is widely used approach for deep packet inspection with IDSs/IPSs [33].

5) User-Intent Signature: As we have mentioned in the introduction, an approach that tries to model and enforce correct behavior of applications will inevitably have some per-application logic. To make this development process as painless as possible, we created our own language for specifying the per-application logic, as well as the programs to interpret the specifications. We call specifications under our language User-Intent Signatures, and we express these signatures in the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format. Each user intent signature contains eight JSON object fields, and the names of the fields are: TAG, WINDOW, DOMAIN, EVENT, COND, CAPTURE, TYPE, and BIND. In the following, we will give a brief description of each with its intended purpose. Please refer to Example 1, and Example 2 for examples of user intent signature, as well as more specifics of the signature language. Before starting, we first note that the TAG field in this signature is for assigning a unique signature name.

Identifying Traffic Event and Focused Application Our monitor component UI Monitor uses this signature to identify traffic-triggering input events. To specifying a traffic-generating event in a User Intent Signature, the signature writer can set the EVENT field. This field will contain the value of required hardware input event. For example, it could be LCLICK to indicate a left mouse click on the send button of an e-mail client, or ENTER for reacting on pressing return key on the message dialog of an instant messenger application. The traffic-triggering event is only partially defined by this field. It should be linked with application-specific, operation-

---

\(^8\)Squid did not support multi-threading for traffic relaying. It can cause severe delays when a web browser loads a web page.
**Example 1** User Intent Signature for sending e-mail on Windows Live Mail.

```json
```

**Example 2** User Intent Signature for posting comments on Facebook Web-app.

```json
```

For the **UI Monitor**, when an input comes, we iterate over all signatures that have an **EVENT** field with the current input, and check the UI tree-structure conditions to determine whether current input triggers traffic or not. If it does, as our workflow goes, the required data will be sent to **Central Control** to generate an authorization vector.

The **Network Monitor** also uses this signature for determining whether the current packet is monitored or not. We use the **TYPE** field to specify the monitored protocol. Its value can be a protocol name (e.g., SMTP for e-mail client and WEB for web-apps). Since network monitor only traps some transactions for each protocol, to bind a signature to a certain transaction, we use the **METHOD** field under **BIND** to specify the desired transaction for non-web protocols\(^9\), and both **METHOD** and **URL**\(^10\) fields are used for web-apps (**METHOD** is for distinguishing GET and POST messaging in web-apps).

**Specifying User-Intended Text** The User Intent Signature is also responsible for indicating which text boxes correspond to the user’s intent, for generating authorization vectors. With the **UI Monitor**, it uses the **CAPTURE** field to indicate text boxes that contain user-intended text. In this field, the left-side key value is assigned alphabetically to simplify text matching in for network packets, and the right-side indicates the location of the target text box on the UI tree-structure, and any required properties for it. According to this information, the **UI Monitor** transmits a unique identifier of target text boxes to **Central Control**, then **Central Control** extracts verified text from the **Secure Overlay**, and finally the authorization vector will be created and saved based on this information. The vector will be in a form that can be reconstructed within the **Network Monitor**.

For the **Network Monitor**, it refers to the **PARAMS** field

---

\(^9\)We assigned natural names for each operation. **METHOD** = **SEND** in Example 1 means that the signature should only monitor sending operations in the SMTP protocol.

\(^10\)As a concept of remote procedure calls, URL in an web-app is analogous to invoking a function on the host, so it can indicate certain transactions.
to extract content from the packet. The left-side key value for this is a natural name for the stand-alone protocol, or the URL parameter for web-apps. The right-side value has an alphabet value that is previously assigned in the CAPTURE field, which is used to link captured text boxes to each parameter within the current packet. Since an authorization vector is created with knowledge of the PAREMS field, the Network Monitor can reconstruct the correct vector using only this packet and signature data. After reconstructing the vector, we query the authorization DB to check for proof of previously established user intent.

V. APPLICATION CASE STUDIES

In this section, we will present our experience in using Gyrus to protect existing applications. Our experiments cover both traditional, stand-alone applications as well as web applications. For stand-alone applications, we studied how to apply Gyrus to Windows Live Mail and Digsby (an instant messaging client). As for web applications, we picked the following from the top 25 sites according to Alexa [1]: GMail, Facebook and Paypal, and for our studies, we assume these web applications are accessed using Microsoft Internet Explorer 10. We argue that these applications represent some of the most important ones in daily life, and we base this argument on the Pew Internet survey called “What Internet Users Do On A Typical Day” [28], which lists sending/reading emails, using online social networking, doing online banking and sending instant messages among the 20 things most people do on a daily basis. We also observe that the remaining of the listed popular activities mostly involve users getting information from the Internet, and does not involve the transmission of any user generated content, and thus are not the target for Gyrus protection.

The focus of the following discussion is on how we can specify the per-application logic necessary for Gyrus protection for each of the target applications using a User Intent Signature. We believe our experience shows that the User Intent Signature language makes this task very manageable.

A. Constructing User Intent Signature

Construction of a User Intent Signature is folded as Gyrus decouples capturing of the user intent and monitoring of the network traffic. The UI part of the signature can be done in very intuitive way. First, we arrange the UI as it would be used for composing user-generated content. Then we identify an input event that triggers traffic, and the associated text boxes that contain user-intended text through a visual inspection of the UI. Next, with the help of a tool called inspect.exe from the UI Automation library, we can identify the tree-structure and other details of the UI. Finally, this information is used to construct the definition distinguishing the application that receives input events.

The second part, on the network side, requires an understanding of the underlying protocol that the application uses for network communication. In particular, we need to identify which traffic we should intercept for monitoring, and discover how the user intended text is formatted within the packet. In this section we provide examples of applications that can be protected by Gyrus, and we demonstrate how the User Intent Signature simplifies the process for supporting a new application.

B. Windows Live Mail

Application Specification Windows Live Mail is a stand-alone email client, and the focus of our experiment is to use Gyrus to make sure that any outgoing e-mails (i.e., through SMTP) are intended by the user. The user interacts with a compose window to write a message. The window has a Send button that will be clicked when the user decides to send the message. And there are several text boxes reserved for a list of recipients (e.g., “To”, “Cc”, etc), and the message Subject. Finally, the window has a rich text pane at the bottom, to compose the content of the message.

Event and Intended Text The traffic will be generated after clicking the Send button. On the event, Gyrus will extract user-intended texts from the “To”, “Subject”, and message body text panes.

Network Traffic Specification Outgoing traffic will be sent through the SMTP protocol, and we are specifically interested in the portion of the SMTP exchange responsible for sending a message on it. All user-generated text will be directly shown as the same text in the traffic, and Gyrus will extract each field to query to Authorization DB.

Constructing Signature We show the signature for this application in Example 1. The input event that triggers traffic creation is pressing the Send button. So we set the EVENT field to LCLICK. To distinguish the application window, we set WINDOW field to the classname of the window, which is ATH_Ford in this case. To improve the event condition that detects the application, we list all participating UI objects on user intent on COND part. Starting from the event receiving object, a Send button, the text box for recipients is the second sibling, and the text box for the subject is the third sibling. So we mark them as +2, +3, respectively. Locating the rich text pane used for the message also requires tree-traversal. In our scheme, it is located at →1CCCCCCCCC. Since we need to capture the contents of all text boxes and panes, the CAPTURE field will assign temporary variables A, B, and C, to each one. For the network monitor, we set protocol TYPE as SMTP and METHOD as SEND, and bind each of the variables assigned during the CAPTURE stage to protocol specific variables.

C. Digsby: Yahoo! Messenger & Twitter

Application Specification Digsby is a stand-alone client for accessing multiple instant messenger and online social network services within one application. In our experiments, we focus on using Gyrus to protect the outgoing communication to Yahoo Messenger and Twitter. Communications to other messenger/online social network services can be easily covered as long as we have the corresponding proxy for handling the network traffic. We would simply require one user intent signature for each supported protocol. For both Yahoo Messenger and Twitter, Digsby provides a simple GUI. The user interacts with a messaging dialog window, which has a text box for the message at the bottom. After typing a text message, the user can send the message by pressing the ENTER key while still focused in the message text box.
Event and Intended Text The traffic will be generated after pressing the ENTER key. At this time, Gyrus will extract user-intended text from the message text box at the bottom of the dialog.

Network Traffic Specification For Yahoo Messenger, outgoing traffic will be sent through the Yahoo! Messenger (YMSG) protocol. Similar to the e-mail case, we are only interested in the portion of the protocol that contains the message. User-intended text will be encapsulated with HTML tags for formatting, so Gyrus will extract the text and then query the authorization DB. For Twitter, Digsby will communicate with its server through an HTTP REST API. The network monitor needs to watch for POST requests to https://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/update.json. In this case, the user-intended text will be encoded with URL encoding, so the extracted text will be compared with the authorization DB after decoding.

Constructing Signature Pressing the ENTER key after typing a message triggers outgoing network traffic. Looking up the class name of the dialog window, Digsby uses wxWindowClass for Yahoo Messenger and wxWindowClassNR for Twitter. To improve the event conditions of the UI structure, in addition to checking whether current input is delivered to the text box for a message, we also check if it has a pane object as its siblings. Since we need to capture user-intended text from the message text box, we assign the variable A to it for the CAPTURE field. On the network side, we set the protocol type as YMSG and WEB respectively. We set the METHOD field as SEND for YMSG, and POST for Twitter. Variable A for the intended text will be bound to a variable called message in YMSG, and status for Twitter.

D. Web Applications

There are some common characteristics among the web applications. Since we use Microsoft Internet Explorer 10 for running all web applications, window class name cannot be used to distinguish the application. Instead, we use the domain name of currently active page as an identifier. In addition, the protocol that the traffic is sent through is always HTTP(S) in web applications. Therefore, monitored transactions can be identified by associating a URL with a submit input event. Variables for matching user-intended text will be bound as HTTP parameters. In general, user-intended text in the packet is URL-encoded.

E. Web-App: GMail

Application Specification The workflow of GMail is very similar to that of Windows Live Mail. It has a Send button on top of the compose screen11, along with To, Subject, and message panes.

Network Traffic Specification On clicking the Send button, an e-mail message will be sent through a POST method URL https://mail.google.com/mail, only if it is set with URL parameter act=sm. User-intended text is transmitted on the to, subject, and body parameters of the POST request.

11We ran Gyrus with the old version of GMail composing UI which was available until July 2013.

Constructing Signature The EVENT field is set to LCLICK. For the application condition, the domain name of mail.google.com will be used as a window identifier, along with the relative positions of text boxes to the Send button. For network traffic, the trap condition is set to URL https://mail.google.com/mail with parameter condition act=sm, and variables in the CAPTURE field will be matched with POST parameters named to, subject and body.

F. Web-App: Facebook

Application Specification We focus on three transactions in the Facebook application: status update, adding comment, and sending message. For status update, a user types a message in the text box, and clicks the Post button. This is similar to the e-mail applications. For adding a comment and sending message, a user presses the ENTER key after composing her message, which is analogous to the Digsby example.


Constructing Signature The event will be LCLICK for status updates, while it will be ENTER for the others. Identifying the application and expected transaction for each event is challenging because all three transactions are done in the same window so we cannot distinguish each transaction using only the domain name. Therefore we can distinguish each transaction using additional UI structure checks. We link camera, location, and emoticon menu icons as siblings for distinguishing status update, link profile image and the shadow text “Write a comment” for adding comment, and link an icon name with “Add more friends to chat” and conversation history objects as siblings for sending a chat message.

G. Web-App: Paypal

Application Specification Using Gyrus with Paypal enables validation of the integrity of the amount of money sent to someone. On the transferring money page, a user clicks the button Continue after he types the username or e-mail address of the recipient, and the amount of money to transfer in the text boxes. The workflow is analogous to our e-mail examples, with the primary difference being that in this case the message is the amount of money to be transferred.

Network Traffic Specification After clicking the Continue button, traffic will be sent to https://www.paypal.com/us/cgi-bin/webscr with the POST parameter cmd=_flow. User-intended text will be placed in the POST parameters, email and amount.

Constructing Signature The event is set to LCLICK, and the application condition will check domain www.paypal.com and whether the UI tree-structure has all participating text boxes as siblings. The traffic trap condition for the Network Monitor should be set as
88% of users send e-mail, 67% of them send their text content to online social network (OSN) sites, and 61% of users use online banking. Moreover, all activities listed in Table I can be supported by Gyrus. Clearly, Gyrus can protect a large portion of day-to-day user activities on the Internet and can have a large impact on security.

While the focus of Gyrus is text-based applications, it can be easily extended to handle image/video attachments. In particular, we can use Access Control Gadgets [30] to capture the user’s intent to attach a particular file, compute a checksum of that file and have our network proxy match any attached file against the checksum. The only way this mechanism would fail is when an attacker/malware knows a priori which file the user will attach and changes it in advance, which we consider to be unrealistic.

One limitation of Gyrus is that it cannot protect an application where user-intended text is represented in a proprietary format or in some complicated encoding on the traffic. At least, not without significantly more effort to reverse engineer the format. This can be a problem when extending Gyrus to more general transactions such as writing data on the filesystem. There have been recent and promising advances in verifiable computation and tools such as probabilistically checkable proofs (PCP) and fully-homomorphic encryption (FHE) are becoming practical. When these technologies come to practice, Gyrus can verify if the result of the traffic is actually from user-intended input, by running application logic along with these computation proof mechanisms. In addition, for applications with complex encodings mentioned above, we believe that it would be possible to have Gyrus perform the slightly more complicated transformation on the captured user intent and match the result with the outgoing traffic. Though we should be careful not to expand the TCB too significantly, adding the support of the specific transformations of some of the most popular applications should be quite doable.

In our threat model, Gyrus only protects the integrity of the text based on a user’s intent, and it does not protect confidentiality. An attacker could steal a user’s credentials (e.g., Cookie, ID/Password), and then perform protected transactions on a different host without Gyrus protections. Thus, Gyrus works better when the host is equipped with Hardware Security Module (HSM) such as Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and a Smartcard, and the server-side of the application supports mutual authentication. However, while we consider the defense against stealing credential to be out of scope, we would point out that this problem can be solved by using Gyrus in dom-0 to intercept and modify the password that the user has just entered (and so malware in dom-U can only get the incorrect password), and correct the subsequent outgoing traffic for the actual login to use the unmodified, correct password.

In our threat model, Gyrus only protects the integrity of the text based on a user’s intent, and it does not protect confidentiality. An attacker could steal a user’s credentials (e.g., Cookie, ID/Password), and then perform protected transactions on a different host without Gyrus protections. Thus, Gyrus works better when the host is equipped with Hardware Security Module (HSM) such as Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and a Smartcard, and the server-side of the application supports mutual authentication. However, while we consider the defense against stealing credential to be out of scope, we would point out that this problem can be solved by using Gyrus in dom-0 to intercept and modify the password that the user has just entered (and so malware in dom-U can only get the incorrect password), and correct the subsequent outgoing traffic for the actual login to use the unmodified, correct password.

Finally, a point worth noting here is that like any other system that tries to model benign behavior, Gyrus is vulnerable to false positives caused by errors in the user intent signatures (false negatives are also possible, but should be a lesser concern, as we will argue in the next section); however, false positives only happen when we fail to specify in our signatures some of the user actions that signifies the intent to generate outgoing traffic, or if our signatures specify a wrong way for capturing user intent. We believe both scenarios should be rare, since for usability purposes, an application should not have too much variance in its UI, nor should it provide too
many ways for performing the same operation; similarly, the correctness of the way we capture user intent for an application should be easy to establish with simple testing and this should suffice to guarantee we will continue to capture user intent correctly, unless the application changes its UI (which, again, for usability reasons, is less likely to happen).

VI. Evaluation

In this section, we present the results of our evaluation on the security, usability and performance of Gyrus when using it to protect the applications studied in Section V.

A. Security

New security frameworks should be secure against both current and future attacks. Here, we consider both scenarios for Gyrus by running existing attack samples and by analyzing the framework’s security properties.

1) Resilience Against Existing Attacks: Gyrus is attack-agnostic by design, however, to demonstrate that we implemented the system correctly, we tested Gyrus’ ability to stop attacks against the specific applications discussed in Sect. V. For Windows Live Mail, we executed Win32:MassMail-A, a mail spammer malware, while the mail client is under Gyrus’ protection. The dom-0 network monitor successfully catches, and blocks all outgoing SMTP traffic generated by the malware. For Yahoo! Messenger protocol, we ran ApplcitUnwnt.Win32.SpamTool.Agent.”BAAE, a messenger spamming malware. All of the messages generated by this malware are blocked by Gyrus. For Facebook, we executed a comment spamming malware TROJ_GEN.RFFH1G1, and it has no success in sending out attack traffic. We have also tested the effectiveness of Gyrus against Javascript-based attacks (like XSS, CSRF) targeting web applications. In particular, we injected forged Javascript code that automatically submits malicious content into the GMail, Facebook and Paypal pages; in all cases, Gyrus successfully blocked all malicious traffic from these attacks. Finally, for each tested application, we tried to perform the normal operations protected by Gyrus with the corresponding attacks running in the background. In each case, Gyrus allows the legitimate, user generated traffic to go through while stopping all attacks.

2) Resilience Against Future Attacks: Next, we will evaluate how well Gyrus can handle future attacks designed against it. All security guarantees will be void if assumptions in our threat model are violated. However, we believe those are standard assumptions widely accepted by the security community, thus we will not discuss violations of the assumptions. However, we do note that even though existing hypervisors are becoming more complicated, it is possible – and, in fact, encouraged – to build custom hypervisors or security operating systems for use with Gyrus to achieve higher assurance [20], [5], [40].

The next avenue for attack is against the UI monitor that runs in the untrusted dom-U. However, we believe Gyrus is quite robust against errors in the UI monitor. First of all, thanks to the secure overlay, attackers are limited to misplacing user-generated, albeit unintended content in traffic allowed by Gyrus (e.g., switching the subject and content of an email, take users comment to one story on Facebook as his/her outgoing comment on another story), and thanks to our policy of only displaying on the overlay the content of the window which current have focus, the mistakenly sent out content must be from the “correct” application. Also, we believe we can further harden Gyrus against such attacks by specifying a restriction on the position of the content to be sent out in relation to the event that triggers the outgoing traffic (e.g., the text displayed on the overlay cannot be too far away from the coordinate of the mouse click). A compromised UI monitor can also mislead Gyrus to believe a mouse click signifies the user’s intent to send out something (i.e. stealing a click); however, once again thanks to the secure overlay, the unintended outgoing traffic will have its content entirely entered by the user (i.e., this could cause a premature output of the content). Therefore, the attacker will have very little control over what is sent. Finally, we believe our policy concerning what kind of update to text boxes the UI monitor can report provides very good protection to data that are currently off-screen.

Similarly, poorly written user intent signatures can be problematic; however, thanks to the use of the secure overlay, we believe problems with a user intent signature are limited to mistaking hardware events as user intent to send something, and will have the same adverse effect as a misbehaving UI monitor stealing a click. In conclusion, we believe the secure overlay (and the WYSIWYS policy) leaves an attacker with very limited options for attacking Gyrus. Anything sent out by a protected application using a targeted protocol must be typed, and seen by the user. All the attacker can do is to use content intended for one purpose (under the same application) for another, and the cases where this can cause a user any real harm should be very rare.

B. Usability

From our experience of protecting the applications studied in Section V, Gyrus has no noticeable effect on their usability. In Gyrus, user-interaction is mediated by the internal components of Gyrus: Input handler, and Secure Overlay. For interposing user input before delivering it to the application, Gyrus does not incur noticeable delay (see Section VI-C1 for the evaluation results). Since Gyrus only overlays text boxes in our target applications, it will not change the user’s workflow or the look-and-feel of the other parts of the application. Furthermore, Gyrus displays (on the secure overlay) text with the same font face, size, and color as the underlying application. Finally, we have confirmed that the edit box drawn by Gyrus not only supports simple text editing like typing, selection, and copy & paste, but also application-specific text editing features like auto-completion and spelling correction. So we are confident that Gyrus will not affect the user’s experience with the application being monitored. Furthermore, since Gyrus only checks (and potentially blocks) traffic that perform specific actions under specific protocols of interest [12], our experience shows that Gyrus does not interfere with background networking programs such as BitTorrent and RSS feeds. Gyrus can also handle scheduled jobs that have a time gap between a user’s interaction and the resulting generation of network traffic, thanks to our use of the Authorization DB for the capturing of user intent from the actual inspection of traffic.

12For example, Gyrus only checks HTTP traffic for sending emails under GMail, but not that for reading emails.
Latency caused by Gyrus (as compared to the system that runs interact with a system protected by Gyrus. Experiments show that on average case, users can smoothly time for interaction with human is 50-150ms [35]. Thus, our research suggests that acceptable range of such turnaround time for mouse to when he/she can see the effect of his/her input on any information about how this input changes the display. Both of these will add to the time between the user press a key/ click to mouse to when he/she can see the effect of his/her input on the secure overlay. To determine if this turn around time for processing user input under Gyrus is still in acceptable range, we performed the following study: first, we typed a document without generating any input that signifies an intent to send out network traffic, and measured the time between the Central Control first observe each input to the time the secure overlay is updated to reflect the input; second, we measured the same turn around time for mouse events that result in focus change, resize and movement of the window of a target application. Finally, we also measured the time needed for the UI monitor to confirm that an input event signifies user intent to send out traffic. The results of our experiments are presented in Table II. To provide some context for interpreting the results, prior traffic. The results of our experiments are presented in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>KVM</th>
<th>Gyrus</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single (A)</td>
<td>101.7ms</td>
<td>102.3ms</td>
<td>+0.6ms (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single (B)</td>
<td>31.20ms</td>
<td>32.30ms</td>
<td>+1.1ms (3.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Page</td>
<td>89.5ms</td>
<td>91.3ms</td>
<td>+3.8m (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Download</td>
<td>51.1MB/s</td>
<td>49.3MB/s</td>
<td>-1.8MB/s (3.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. NETWORK LATENCY FOR HTTP CONNECTION.

For example, in the case of an e-mail application, if the system has no connectivity to the Internet, the mail will be queued on the scheduler, and later this scheduler will generate network traffic when connectivity is re-established. Our experiments show that Gyrus can handle this situation correctly and allow the delayed email as a user would expect.

C. Performance

In this section, we present our results of measuring the two kinds of delay that Gyrus can cause: delay in processing user input through the keyboard/mouse, and delay in sending out network traffic. All the experiments presented in this section are performed on a commodity laptop: a Lenovo Thinkpad-T520, equipped with a dual-core Intel Core i5 2520m and 8GB of RAM. The dom-U runs 3 logical cores with 7GB of RAM, while dom-0 has 1 logical core and 1GB of RAM.

1) Interaction Overhead: In the worst case, on a system protected by Gyrus, the user will experience the following delay for every keyboard/mouse input: first, the Central Control will need to query the UI monitor in dom-U to see if this event signifies the user’s intent to send out something, secondly, the secure overlay will have to wait for the UI monitor to provide any information about how this input changes the display. Both of these will add to the time between the user press a key/ click to mouse to when he/she can see the effect of his/her input on the secure overlay. To determine if this turn around time for processing user input under Gyrus is still in acceptable range, we performed the following study: first, we typed a document without generating any input that signifies an intent to send out network traffic, and measured the time between the Central Control first observe each input to the time the secure overlay is updated to reflect the input; second, we measured the same turn around time for mouse events that result in focus change, resize and movement of the window of a target application. Finally, we also measured the time needed for the UI monitor to confirm that an input event signifies user intent to send out traffic. The results of our experiments are presented in Table II. To provide some context for interpreting the results, prior research suggests that acceptable range of such turn around time for interaction with human is 50-150ms [35]. Thus, our experiments show that on average case, users can smoothly interact with a system protected by Gyrus.

2) Network Latency: We have also measured the network latency caused by Gyrus (as compared to the system that runs kVM without Gyrus) for three different cases: 1) the time to establish an HTTP connection (and we used two test sites), 2) the time to load a web page with dynamic content, measured by The Chromium’s Page Benchmark extension [37], 3) the effective bandwidth of a system, obtained by measuring the time to download a 550MB disk image from the Debian repository through HTTP. To measuring the overhead introduced by our Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) proxy for HTTPS connections, we did 2 tests: 1) download 15KB of web-page data from a public website, and 2) download a 32MB file from a remote HTTPS server. All experiments are repeated 10 times, and the average results are presented in Table III & IV.

Comparing the results from a KVM Guest versus Gyrus running on it, Gyrus only introduces around 1ms of single response delay, less than 6% (53.8ms) of delay for web page loading, and less than 4% overhead on the network bandwidth, for HTTP connection. For HTTPS, there exists CPU time overhead from an additional connection per each session for MITM on establishing, encrypting, and decrypting the contents. From our experiment, it incurs 4ms of delay on getting access to a single web-page data, and adds less than 6% of bandwidth overhead on downloading of file content. Evaluation results for the network latency shows that Gyrus has very little overhead, at worst 6% on both bandwidth and loading a webpage.

VII. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

There are many potentially fruitful areas for future work. The first is to simplify the process of supporting a new application by automating the analysis and generation of the UI and traffic signatures. Extending Gyrus’ output monitoring to include disk transactions would allow Gyrus to support non-networked applications such as word processors. Integrating with a delegated computation verifier would allow Gyrus to support a broader range of applications. In addition, Gyrus could verify that the input to a computation verifier is actually from the user.

Another interesting future direction would be to implement Gyrus on other platforms. The current design can be adapted to work in a cloud computing model where the remote host is an instance in an IaaS cloud. For platforms where it is hard to deploy our current virtualization-based design (e.g., mobile devices), one could explore modifying the threat model to only defend against malicious applications, assuming that the underlying operating system is clean. Under this new threat model, it may be possible to achieve “what you see is what you send” by implementing a similar defense strategy as a component inside the platform’s runtime framework (e.g., Android Dalvik).

To conclude, in this paper we introduced the Gyrus framework and showed how it can be used to distinguish between
human and malware generated network traffic for a variety of applications. By combining the secure monitoring of hardware events with an analysis leveraging the accessibility interface within dom-U, we linked human input to observed network traffic and used this information to make security decisions. Using Gyrus, we demonstrated how to stop malicious activities that manipulate the host machine to send malicious traffic, such as spam, social network impersonation attacks, and online financial services fraud. Our evaluation demonstrated that Gyrus successfully stops modern malware, and our analysis shows that it would be very challenging for future attacks to defeat it. Finally, our performance analysis shows that Gyrus is a viable option for deployment on desktop computers with regular user interaction. Gyrus fills an important gap, enabling security policies that consider user intent in determining the legitimacy of network traffic.
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